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Amy 

 
It was a sunny day and Amy was sitting on a rug in her back 
garden. She had decided to have a tea party and had invited 
Rupert, her teddy bear, and Sally, her doll, to have tea with her. 
She was just about to pour some tea into her own teacup when 
she suddenly heard a loud noise. THUMP! The noise seemed 
to be coming from inside the kitchen where Amy’s mother was, 
so she put down her cup and went inside to investigate. 
 
As soon as she stepped into the kitchen Amy’s eyes opened 
wide in amazement. It was her Grandma! The noise had come 
from her grandma’s suitcase when she dropped it on the floor to 
give Amy’s mother a hug. Amy was so excited because she 
loved her grandma dearly and hadn’t seen her since Christmas. 
She also knew that whenever grandma came to visit she 
always brought Amy a present. Last time she came grandma 
gave Amy a new kite. Amy hoped that there was something in 
the suitcase for her. 

       

                                                  
************************** 

1. What kind of day is it? 

2. What is Amy sitting on? 

3. Who is Rupert? 

4. Who is Sally? 

5. What noise does Amy hear? 

6. Where is Amy’s mother? 

7. Who has come to visit? 

8. When did Amy last see grandma? 

9. What was grandma’s last gift to Amy? 

10. What does Amy hope? 

         (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 1 
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Bats are Mammals 
 
A long time ago, people used to think that bats were birds without 
feathers. But now we know that there is no such thing as a featherless 
bird. We know that bats are mammals, just like people. 
 
Some of the things that tell us bats are mammals: 
a) bats are warm blooded 
b) bats nurse their babies with milk 
c) bats have fur 
 
But bats are very special mammals. They are the only mammals that 
can fly – without the help of an aeroplane of course. Flying squirrels are 
mammals too, but they don’t really fly. They jump from high in the trees 
and glide through the air like a kite. Bats flap their wings and fly like a 
bird. Bat wings are made of two thin layers of skin stretched over the 
bat’s arm and fingers. Bats have a thumb and four fingers, just like 
people. The bat’s fingers are very long compared to its body. If we had 
fingers like a bat, they would be longer than our legs. 

      (From Kidzone) 

                                                  

 

 

1. What did people think bats were a long time ago? 

2. What are bats and people examples of? 

3. Are bats warm or cold blooded? 

4. What do bats nurse their babies with? 

5. Do bats have scales or fur? 

6. Why are bats very special mammals? 

7. Why do flying squirrels look like they can fly? 

8. What are bat wings made of? 

9. How many fingers does a bat have? 

10. Are bat fingers long or short? 

 

         (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 2) 
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Ben 

 
Ben loved rain. He loved rain because you could do so many exciting 
things when it was raining. He enjoyed sitting indoors and looking at 
how the rain splattered against the window panes, making little rain 
patterns on the glass. He liked looking at the people outside walking 
quickly past with their multi-coloured umbrellas shielding them from the 
wetness. Ben, however, didn’t ever use an umbrella because he liked 
getting wet. 
 
One of Ben’s favourite activities was puddle-jumping. As it was ideal 
puddle-jumping weather, Ben asked his Mum if he could go outside.  
His Mum said yes but only if Ben put on his green wellington boots and 
yellow anorak. This wasn’t a problem because Ben was very proud of 
his anorak being yellow as all his friends had either red or grey anoraks, 
so his yellow anorak made him stand out. 
 
Once outside Ben found an enormous puddle to jump over. He took a 
few steps back and let out a roar as he jumped over the puddle in one 
giant leap. He really was a champion puddle-jumper. 

       

                                                  

 

 

1. What does Ben love? 

2. What did he enjoy sitting indoors doing? 

3. What are the people outside holding? 

4. Why does Ben never use an umbrella? 

5. Name one of Ben’s favourite activities. 

6. What does Ben have to do before he goes outside? 

7. What colour are his friends’ anoraks? 

8. Why is Ben proud of his anorak? 

9. What does Ben find outside? 

10. How many leaps does Ben take? 

         (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 3) 
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A Long Winter Nap 
 
 

One of the first things you might think about when you talk about bears 
is hibernation. Bear hibernation is different than most hibernating 
animals. In fact many scientists would not even classify it as 
hibernation. True hibernation involves a drastic drop in body 
temperature but the hibernating animal will awaken occasionally to go 
to the bathroom and have a bite to eat before resuming hibernation. 
 
When a bear hibernates it is really in a deep sleep. Its body 
temperature drops but not drastically and it does not wake up… not 
even to go to the bathroom or get some food. The one exception is that 
a mother bear will wake up to give birth to her cubs in January or 
February. 
 
So, why would a bear want to sleep so long? Well, since food is scarce 
in the winter bears think that if you can’t eat you might as well sleep. 
Bears that live in colder northern regions sleep in their dens right 
through the winter. In some cases as long as seven months. Once 
spring arrives, the bear will emerge from the den with a big appetite. 

      (From kidzone) 

                                                  

 

 

1. What do we usually think about when talking about bears? 

2. What happens to the body in ‘true hibernation’? 

3. Name two reasons why a hibernating animal will wake up. 

4. What is bear hibernation similar to? 

5. Does a hibernating bear wake up for food? 

6. Why will a mother bear sometimes wake up? 

7. Why does the bear sleep so long? 

8. How long do bears in northern regions sleep for? 

9. When do the bears emerge from the den? 

10. Which two words show the bear is hungry when he wakes up? 

 

         (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 4) 
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Paul 

 

Paul was very excited because today was his first day at school. He 
had spent all summer getting ready for this day. His gran had bought 
him a new school bag and his grandpa had bought him a new pencil 
case filled with pencils and a rubber and ruler too. 
 
Paul’s dad was very nervous about sending Paul to school so he 
decided he would walk with him to St. Roch’s Primary. Paul didn’t mind 
this as his friend Sam was also being taken school by his dad. Besides, 
it was a lovely sunny day and he and his dad could sing their favourite 
songs on the way there. 
 
Once he arrived at school and said goodbye to his dad, Paul filed into 
the classroom along with the other children. His teacher’s name was 
Mrs Sweet. She was a tall, friendly looking lady who wore little round 
spectacles and had a pleasant low sounding voice. Paul particularly 
liked Mrs Sweet because she let him sit next to his best friend Sam. 
Paul thought to himself how he was going to really enjoy school. 

       

                                                  
************************** 

 

1. How is Paul feeling? 

2. Why is he feeling this way? 

3. How long had he spent getting ready for today? 

4. What did his gran buy him? 

5. What did his grandpa buy him? 

6. How is Paul’s dad feeling? 

7. What is the name of Paul’s school? 

8. What did Paul and his dad do on the way there? 

9. What is Paul’s teacher called? 

10. Who does Paul sit next to in class? 

 

         (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 5) 
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Frogs 
 
 

Frogs have very good eyesight. They bulge out the sides of their heads 
in order for the frog to see in nearly all directions. Frogs also have 
amazing sense of hearing. You can often tell the difference between a 
male and female frog by the size of their eardrum, which can be seen 
behind their eyes. If the eardrum is smaller than the eye, the frog is a 
female. On males the eardrum is the same size as the eye. 
 
Frogs have very powerful back legs and webbed feet that help them 
jump great distances, as well as swim. Frogs even use their legs to dig, 
or burrow, underground for hibernating. Certain frogs can jump up to 
twenty times their own body length in a single leap. 
 
Every different species of frog has his or her own look. They come in 
many colours, patterns and sizes. Other frogs are very good at 
camouflaging themselves so that they blend in with their environment, 
making it harder for their enemies to find them. A frog can change the 
colour of its skin depending on its surroundings. 

      (From kidzone) 

                                                  
************************** 

 

1. Which two senses are very good in frogs? 

2. Where are the eyes placed on a frog? 

3. How can you tell the difference between a male and female frog? 

4. How do you know if a frog is female? 

5. What tells you that a frog is male? 

6. What helps the frog to jump distances? 

7. What else do frogs use their legs for? 

8. How far can certain frogs jump in a single leap? 

9. Do all frogs look exactly the same? 

10. Which words shows us that frogs blend in with their environment? 

 

         (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 6) 
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Lizzie 
 
 
As soon as she woke up Lizzie jumped out of bed and rushed downstairs to where 
her mother was waiting in the kitchen. 
“Happy Birthday Lizzie!”, her mother said giving Lizzie a big kiss on the cheek. 
Today was Lizzie’s seventh birthday and she was very excited indeed. 
 
After opening her birthday cards Lizzie arranged them on the mantelpiece and 
went to get ready for her party. This was the first birthday party Lizzie had since 
moving to her new house and she was desperate for all her friends to come over 
so she could show them her beautiful new bedroom. Lizzie was particularly proud 
of her bedroom because everything in it was pink. She had pink wallpaper, pink 
bedding and even a pink television set. 
 
The first person to arrive at Lizzie’s party was her best friend Chloe. Chloe had 
brought a present with her wrapped up beautifully in shiny pink paper. Lizzie felt 
very excited opening the present and she wondered what could be inside. When 
she opened the present she beamed with joy. Chloe’s present to Lizzie was a pink 
hairdryer. 
“Wow!’ said Lizzie. “This is the best present ever.” 

       

                                                  
************************** 

 

1. What did Lizzie do when she woke up? 

2. Where was Lizzie’s mother waiting? 

3. What did Lizzie’s mother say to her? 

4. How old is Lizzie today? 

5. What does Lizzie open first? 

6. Why is Lizzie desperate for her friends to come over? 

7. Name three pink items in Lizzie’s room. 

8. Who is Lizzie’s best friend? 

9. How does Lizzie feel when opening the present? 

10. What colour was the hairdryer? 

 

         (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 7) 
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Penguins 
 
 

Penguins are birds with black and white feathers and a funny waddle. 
But unlike most birds, penguins are not able to fly – in the air that is. 
Penguins spend as much as 75% of their time underwater, searching 
for food in the ocean. When they are in the water, they dive and flap 
their wings. It looks just like they are flying. 
 
Penguins are shaped like a torpedo. Their body is built for the most 
efficient swimming with their average speed in the water being about 15 
miles per hour. 
 
The only time penguins are airborne is when they leap out of the water. 
Penguins will often do this to get a gulp of air before diving back down 
for fish. Penguins cannot breathe underwater, though they are able to 
hold their breath for a long time. They also use their ability to leap out of 
the water to get from the ocean onto land if there are cliffs and ice flows 
to deal with. 

      (From kidzone) 

                                                  
************************** 

 

1. What colours are a penguin’s feathers? 

2. Why are penguins unlike most birds? 

3. How much of their time is spent underwater? 

4. What do they look for in the ocean? 

5. Why do they look as if they fly underwater? 

6. What are penguins shaped like? 

7. What is their average speed in the water? 

8. When are penguins airborne? 

9. What can penguins do for a long time underwater? 

10. Why do they often need to leap from ocean to land? 

 

 

         (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 8 
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Picnic 
 

Joshua, Robert and Elizabeth were very excited because today their mother 
was taking them to the park for a picnic. The Whitehead family were quite 
unusual in a way because the three children were triplets. Mrs Whitehead 
had been really busy in the kitchen all morning preparing food for the picnic. 
Joshua’s favourite food was sandwiches with all different kinds of fillings, so 
Mrs Whitehead hade made some tuna sandwiches, chicken sandwiches and 
Joshua’s favourite, cheese sandwiches. Robert loved sausage rolls so Mrs 
Whitehead had made a whole batch of them which were still quite warm 
from the heat in the oven. Elizabeth loved yoghurt so Mrs Whitehead packed 
three different flavours; strawberry, peach and toffee. Once all the food was 
gathered together, Mrs Whitehead put it all in a large picnic basket and the 
four of them headed off to the park. 
 
The bus dropped the family off right at the park and the children headed 
straight for their favourite spot underneath the old oak tree. Mrs Whitehead 
carefully spread a large red and white blanket on the ground and the 
children all sat down on it. All the food was carefully laid out and straight 
away Elizabeth noticed something was missing. 
“Mummy! Where are the spoons?” asked Elizabeth, worried that she 
wouldn’t be able to eat her yoghurts. 
“Don’t worry Elizabeth. I’ve got them here in my handbag”, said Mrs 
Whitehead.  
Elizabeth was very relieved. Now she could enjoy the picnic. 

       

                                              ************************** 
1. What are the names of the three children? 

2. Why are the children excited? 

3. What is quite unusual about the children? 

4. Where did Mrs Whitehead spend the morning? 

5. What is Joshua’s favourite food? 

6. Why are the sausage rolls still warm? 

7. Name the three different yoghurt flavours. 

8. How did the Whitehead family travel to the park? 

9. What do the family sit down on? 

10. Where does Mrs Whitehead keep the spoons? 

         (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 9) 
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Sharks 
 

Sharks have the most powerful jaws on the planet. Unlike most animals’ 
jaws, both the shark’s upper and lower jaws move. A shark bites with its 
lower jaw first and then its upper jaw. It tosses its head back and forth to tear 
loose a piece of meat which it swallows whole. 
 
Each type of shark has a different shaped tooth depending on their diet. A 
shark may grow and use over 20,000 teeth in its lifetime. Sharks never run 
out of teeth. If one is lost, another spins forward from the rows and rows of 
backup teeth. 
 
Normally, sharks eat alone. But sometimes one feeding shark attracts 
others. They swim up as quickly as possible and all begin to try to get a 
piece of the prey. They bite wildly at anything that gets in their way – even 
each other. The great white shark rarely partakes in feeding frenzies.  
Almost all sharks are carnivores or meat eaters. They live on a diet of fish 
and sea mammals (like dolphins and seals) and even such prey as turtles 
and seagulls. 

      (From kidzone) 

                                                  
************************** 

 

1. Who has the most powerful jaws on the planet? 

2. Why is the shark’s jaws unlike other animals’ jaws? 

3. Which jaw does the shark bite with first? 

4. How does it tear loose the pieces of meat? 

5. Why are shark teeth different shapes? 

6. How many teeth might a shark use in a lifetime? 

7. What happens when a shark loses a tooth? 

8. How do sharks normally eat? 

9. Which type of shark doesn’t take part in feeding frenzies? 

10. Which sea mammals do sharks eat?   

 

         (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 10) 
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School 

 

Harry really hated school. He had sat all morning in Mrs Griffin’s class learning to 
do long division. He particularly disliked long division because he kept getting all 
the answers wrong. More than that, he didn’t actually see the point in being able 
to do division of any kind. 
 
At interval Harry made his way out into the yard with his best friend Scott. 
Although he didn’t like school, Harry did enjoy the interval as it allowed him and 
Scott a chance to compare the snacks that their parents had packed in their bags 
to take to school for break. Harry’s excitement soon turned to dismay, however, 
when he opened his bag and realised his mother had forgotten to pack anything 
for him to eat at break. 
“Oh no!” said Harry, “my mum’s forgotten to give me anything to eat at break. 
 Now what am I going to do?” 
“That’s all right ” said Scott. “I can share my bar of chocolate with you.” 
 
Harry cheered up a bit as Scott counted out the squares of his chocolate bar. 
There were eight squares in Scott’s chocolate bar and Scott quickly counted out 
four for himself and four for Harry. Harry thought to himself that maybe division 
could come in useful after all. 

       

                                                  
************************** 

 

1. How does Harry feel about school? 

2. What is Harry’s teacher’s name? 

3. Why does Harry dislike long division? 

4. Who does Harry go out with at interval? 

5. Why does Harry enjoy interval? 

6. What does Harry realise when he opens his bag? 

7. What does Scott suggest they do? 

8. How many squares are in the chocolate bar? 

9. How many squares does Harry get? 

10. What does Harry decide about division after all? 

 

 

         (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 11) 
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Kung Fu Panda 

 
 

What happens in the film? Po the panda is working away unhappily in the 
family noodle café, which his dad wants him to take over one day. But, when 
the master of the kung fu temple decides it’s time to choose the dragon 
warrior, big, clumsy Po is picked by accident. 
 
Po is over the moon to be chosen, but some people think he will never be 
good enough to be the real dragon warrior. The only way he might prove 
them wrong is by taking on everyone’s arch enemy – the evil, deadly and 
terrifying snow leopard, Tai Lung. 
 
After dragging Po out in the wilderness to train, Shifu discovers that the best 
way to make the panda fight is for a bowl of food. The fight that follows is the 
best and funniest in the whole film – the action will make you dizzy. 

       
(From www.bbc.co.uk) 

                                                  
************************** 

 

1. What is the film called? 

2. What is the panda’s name? 

3. Where does the panda work? 

4. What does his dad want him to do one day? 

5. What kind of warrior is the panda picked to be? 

6. What do some people think about Po? 

7. Who is everyone’s arch enemy? 

8. Where does Po go to train? 

9. What is the best way to make Po fight? 

10. What will this scene in the film make you feel? 

 

        (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 12) 
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Leo and Monty 

 

 
Leo was in his back garden playing with his dog called Monty. Monty was a 
black and white dog with white paws and a black tail. Leo was busy throwing 
the red ball for Monty to fetch when it landed in his dad’s rhubarb patch. 
Monty quickly jumped into the rhubarb, but instead of getting the ball, he 
started digging furiously with his two front paws.  
 
Leo was quite worried as he didn’t want Monty to ruin his dad’s rhubarb, so 
he went over to see what all the fuss was about. By this time, Monty had 
started yapping and wagging his tail. When Leo looked down into the 
rhubarb patch he could see what seemed to be a skeleton! Leo loved 
reading ghost stories so he was very excited to think that his own back 
garden might be haunted by whoever this skeleton was. He bent down and 
tugged at the bones with all his might, then landed on his bottom on the 
grass. Although Leo had pulled the skeleton free, he was disappointed to 
see that it was just a bone Monty had got last week and buried in the 
garden. 

       

                                                  
************************** 

 

1. Where is Leo playing? 

2. What is Leo’s dog called? 

3. What colour are the dog’s paws? 

4. Where does the ball land? 

5. Instead of getting the ball, what does the dog do? 

6. Why is Leo quite worried? 

7. What does Leo think he sees in the rhubarb patch? 

8. What kind of stories does Leo love reading? 

9. Where does Leo end up after pulling the bone free? 

10. What had Monty done with the bone? 

 

         (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 13) 
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Leaves 
 
 

There is one big question about the leaves on the trees, and that is – why do 
leaves change colour in autumn? Well, inside the leaf there are millions of 
little packages of colour in green, yellow and orange.  
 
In the summer, the green packages are very busy. The green packages in 
the leaves catch sunlight, and using it for energy, they change water from 
the ground and a special gas from the air into sugar. The sugar is the food 
for the tree. Because the green is so busy, it covers up the yellow and 
orange. 
 
As autumn approaches, the weather grows colder. The tree realises that 
winter is near and begins to get ready. Without enough water, the green 
starts to disappear and the other colours in the leaf – yellow and orange – 
can finally be seen. 

       
(From www.bbc.co.uk) 

                                                  
************************** 

 

1. What is the big question about leaves? 

2. Where are the little packages of colour found? 

3. What colour are these packages? 

4. When are the green packages very busy? 

5. What do they use for energy? 

6. What is the water and gas turned into? 

7. Why does green cover up yellow and orange? 

8. What starts to happen in autumn? 

9. What does the tree realise? 

10. Without the water, what happens to the green? 

 

 

 

         (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 14) 
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At the Seaside 
 
 

Mary loved being at the seaside. Every year for the summer holidays her 
mother and father brought her to the seaside for two whole weeks. In the 
mornings, when they woke up, Mary and her parents would head down to 
the beach for a few hours. Mary would spend ages making a whole row of 
sandcastles with her red bucket and yellow spade. Next, she would walk 
along the shore with her mum and dad looking for the nicest shells she could 
find. She liked the pink ones and shiny blue ones best. Before they left the 
beach they all went for a paddle in the sea and sometimes the water was 
really really cold. Mary’s mother was also scared of jellyfish!  
 
After lunch, Mary and her father would head off to the funfair for a while. The 
best bit about being at the funfair was the candy floss, as far as Mary was 
concerned. Her father tried to win her a huge teddy bear by throwing balls 
into a net but he didn’t manage to get a single ball anywhere near the net. 
Then Mary and her father would have a ride on the ‘Big Wheel’ before 
heading back to their hotel. 

       

                                                  
************************** 

 

1. How does Mary feel about the seaside? 

2. How long did her holidays last? 

3. When did they head down to the beach? 

4. What colour is Mary’s bucket? 

5. What colour is Mary’s spade? 

6. Which shells does she like best? 

7. What is Mary’s mother scared of? 

8. Where did Mary and her father go after lunch? 

9. How many balls did her father get in the net? 

10. Which ride did Mary and her father go on? 

 

         (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 15) 
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Spiders 

 

 

All spiders have fangs! And yes they almost all have venom, or poison, in 
them. Luckily for us, most spider poison will not harm people because it is 
quite weak. Most spiders use their venom to paralyze its insect victim long 
enough to eat it. For other spiders their poison is strong enough to kill their 
prey. Their poison is also useful when being attacked.  
 
There are a few spiders with poison strong enough to cause pain for 
humans. These spiders are called the Black Widow and the Brown Recluse 
spiders. If left untreated, the person may even die. 
 
People usually think that Tarantulas have the people-killing kind of poison 
but this is not true. Their bite will only be about as painful as a hornet or bee 
sting 

       
(From kidzone)                                                 

************************** 
 

1. What has fangs? 

2. Write down another word for venom. 

3. Does most spider venom harm people? 

4. Which word describes most spider venom? 

5. What does the spider do to the insect after 

 it’s been paralysed? 

6. When is their poison also useful? 

7. Name the two spiders which cause pain to humans. 

8. What might happen if left untreated? 

9. Do Tarantulas have people-killing poison? 

10. What is a Tarantula bite as painful as? 

 

 

 
         (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 16) 
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Pancakes 

 
Caroline and Robert were brother and sister. Caroline was seven years old, 
had blonde hair and blue eyes. Robert was ten years old, had brown hair 
and green eyes. But, the one thing the two children did have in common was 
their love of pancakes! So, every Wednesday, with the help of their mother, 
the two children were allowed to make pancakes and eat them for lunch. 
 
The ingredients were already laid out on the table for them.  
There was: 
  Eggs 
  Flour 
  Milk 
The children liked the thin pancakes called crepes best, so they only needed 
these three ingredients. After mixing the flour and eggs in the bowl, Robert 
added the milk drop by drop while Caroline kept stirring the mixture. Once 
the pancake batter was ready their mother poured some into the pan and 
made pancake after pancake. Six pancakes in total! Robert poured some 
maple syrup on his pancakes and Caroline had ice cream with hers. 

       

                                                  
************************** 

 

1. How are Caroline and Robert related? 

2. How old is Caroline? 

3. What colour is Caroline’s hair? 

4. How old is Robert? 

5. What colour are Robert’s eyes? 

6. When did the children make pancakes? 

7. Name the three ingredients they needed. 

8. What kind of pancakes did they like best? 

9. How many pancakes were made? 

10. What did Robert have on his pancakes? 

 

         (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 17) 
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Snakes 
 
 

Snakes belong to the animal group called reptiles. This group also includes 
crocodiles, lizards and turtles. Reptiles are cold-blooded animals that raise 
their body temperature by lying in the sun or lower it by crawling into the 
shade.  
 
A snake’s body temperature changes to match the temperature of where it 
is, in other words, its surroundings. Because of this, snakes that live in really 
cold places must hibernate through the winter. They will find burrows or 
caves and fall into a deep sleep until the weather gets warmer for them. 
 
There are more than 2700 different kinds of snakes in the world. They live 
almost everywhere in deserts, forests, oceans, streams and lakes. Snakes 
live on the ground, in trees or in water. Snakes cannot survive in places 
where the ground stays frozen all year long. Some islands, including Ireland 
and New Zealand, do not have snakes at all. 

      (From kidzone)                                                 
************************** 

 

1. Which animal group do snakes belong to? 

2. Name another animal included in this group. 

3. Are reptiles hot or cold-blooded? 

4. What does the snake’s body temperature change to match? 

5. What do snakes who live in cold places do? 

6. Where does the snake sleep while waiting for the warm? 

7. How many different kinds of snakes are there? 

8. Name two places where snakes live. 

9. Where can snakes not survive? 

10. Name a place with no snakes at all. 

 

 

         (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 18) 
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Christmas 
 
 

Christmas in the Taylor household was always a very special affair. Every 
year, Mr and Mrs Taylor would go all out decorating the entire house from 
top to bottom. There was tinsel wrapped around the staircase, Christmas 
cards dotted all over the walls and fairy lights all around the windows. Most 
importantly, however, was the huge Christmas tree in the front room. The 
Taylor children loved the Christmas tree most of all because the four of 
them, Gary, Michelle, Aidan and Louise, each had a stocking with their name 
on, hanging from the tree. The children had great fun guessing what would 
be placed in their stocking when Christmas Day came. 
 
On Christmas Eve, the whole family headed off to the carol concert. The 
children loved singing the carols because they knew that Christmas was 
nearly here. Most of all, the children liked seeing how happy everyone was, 
especially when they all wished each other a ‘Merry Christmas!’  

       

                                                  
************************** 

 

1. What is the family’s surname? 

2. Where is there tinsel? 

3. What is dotted on the walls? 

4. Where are the fairy lights? 

5. How many children are there? 

6. Why did the children like the tree so much? 

7. What did the children have fun guessing? 

8. Where did the family go on Christmas Eve? 

9. Why do they like singing the carols so much? 

10. What does everyone wish each other? 

 

         (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 19) 
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Birds 

 
 
All birds have feathers and they are the only animals that do. Feathers do many 
jobs for birds. Soft down keeps them warm, wing feathers allow flight and tail 
feathers are used for steering. The colour of the feathers can be used to hide the 
birds or to attract a mate.  
 
Birds do not have teeth because they are too heavy and would make it difficult for 
the bird to fly. This is especially important for birds of prey who must fly swiftly to 
catch their food. Birds chew their food inside a part of the stomach called the 
gizzard. The gizzard has strong muscles which grind the food against a rough 
inner surface to break it down. 
 
Birds of prey have eyesight that is at least three times better than ours. Some can 
see a grasshopper from the other side of a football field. Golden eagles can spot a 
rabbit from over a mile away and owls have eyes so powerful they can hunt in the 
dark. 

      (From kidzone)                                                 
************************** 

 

1. What do all birds have? 

2. What does soft down do? 

3. What are the tail feathers used for? 

4. Explain what is used to hide the birds. 

5. What do birds not have? 

6. Why do they not have any of these? 

7. Where is the gizzard? 

8. How does the gizzard work? 

9. How much better is a bird of prey’s eyes than a human’s? 

10. What can owls do? 

 

         (Close Reading Pack 1 – Passage 20) 
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1-1 (Amy) 

 

1. sunny    

2. rug    

3. teddy bear    

4. doll    

5. thump    

6. kitchen    

7. Grandma    

8. Christmas    

9. kite    

10. she hopes for gift/present 

 

 

1-2 ( Bats are Mammals) 

 

1. birds without feathers   

2. mammals   

3. warm    

4. milk   

5. fur    

6. they can fly 

7. jump from trees    

8. two thin layers of skin    

9. four    

10. long 

 

 

1-3 (Ben) 

 

1. rain    

2. looking at patterns    

3. umbrellas    

4. likes getting wet    

5. puddle-jumping 

6. boots and anorak    

7. red or grey    

8. it’s yellow/different to friends    

9. enormous puddle    

10. one 

 

1-4 ( A Long Winter Nap) 

 

1. hibernation    

2. drop in body temperature    

3. bathroom & food   

4. deep sleep 

5. No    

6. give birth    

7. nothing to eat    

8. through winter/7 months 

9. spring    

10. big appetite 

 

 

 

1-5 (Paul) 

ANSWERS –  

 

for Teachers only 
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1. excited    

2. first day at school    

3. all summer    

4. new school bag    

5. pencilcase 

6. nervous    

7. St. Roch’s Primary    

8. sing songs    

9. Mrs Sweet    

10. Sam 

 

 

1-6 (Frogs) 

 

1. eyesight and hearing    

2. side of head    

3. size of eardrum    

4. eardrum smaller than eye    

5. eardrum same size as eye    

6. back legs    

7. dig/burrow    

8. twenty times body length    

9. no    

10. camouflage 

 

 

 

 

 

1-7 (Lizzie) 

 

1. jumped out of bed and rushed 

 downstairs    

2. kitchen    

3. happy birthday 

4. seven    

5. cards    

6. show them her new bedroom    

7. wallpaper/bedding/T.V. 

8. Chloe    

9. very excited    

10. pink 

 

1-8 (Penguins) 

 

1. black & white    

2. can’t fly    

3. 75%    

4. food    

5. flap their wings    

6. torpedo 

7. 15 miles per hour    

8. leap out of water    

9. hold breath    

10. cliffs and ice flows (to avoid 

 them) 
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1-9 Picnic 

 

1. Joshua, Robert, Elizabeth    

2. going for picnic    

3. triplets    

4. in the kitchen 

5. sandwiches    

6. had been/just out of oven    

7. strawberry, peach and toffee 

8. bus    

9. red & white blanket    

10. her handbag 

 

1-10 (Sharks) 

 

1. sharks    

2. upper & lower jaws move    

3. lower jaw    

4. tosses head back 

5. depends on diet    

6. 20,000    

7. another one spins forward    

8. alone 

9. great white    

10. dolphins and seals 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1-11 (School) 

 

1. hates it    

2. Mrs Griffin    

3. gets answers wrong    

4. Scott    

5. they compare snacks 

6. mum forgot to pack snack    

7. share his chocolate    

8. 8    

9. 4    

10. comes in useful 

 

1-12 (Kung Fu Panda) 

 

1. Kung Fu Panda    

2. Po    

3. Noodle café    

4. Take over café    

5. dragon warrior 

6. not good enough to be warrior    

7. Tai Lung    

8. wilderness    

9. for bowl of food 

10. dizzy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1-13 (Leo and Monty) 
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1. back garden    

2. Monty    

3. white    

4. rhubarb patch    

5. digging    

6. doesn’t want dog to ruin rhubarb   

7. skeleton    

8. ghost stories    

9. on his bottom on grass 

10. buried it 

 

1-14 (Leaves) 

 

1. why they change colour in 

 autumn    

2. inside the leaf    

3. green, yellow, orange 

4. summer    

5. sunlight    

6. sugar    

7. it’s so busy    

8. weather gets colder 

9. nearly winter    

10. disappears 

 

 

 

 

1-15 ( At the Seaside) 

 

1. loves it    

2. 2 weeks    

3. mornings    

4. red    

5. yellow    

6. pink & blue 

7. jellyfish    

8. funfair    

9. none    

10. big wheel 

 

1-16 (Spiders) 

 

1. spiders    

2. poison    

3. no    

4. weak    

5. eats it    

6. when being attacked 

7. black widow & brown recluse    

8. may die    

9. no    

10. hornet or bee sting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1-17 (Pancakes) 
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1. brother & sister    

2. 7    

3. blonde    

4. 10    

5. green    

6. Wednesday    

7. eggs, flour, milk    

8. crepes    

9. 6    

10. maple syrup 

 

1-18 (Snakes) 

 

1. reptiles    

2. crocodiles/lizards/turtles    

3. cold    

4. surroundings    

5. hibernate through winter    

6. burrows/caves    

7. 2700+    

8. ground/trees/water    

9. ground frozen all year long    

10. New Zealand/Ireland 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1-19 (Christmas) 

 

1. Taylor    

2. wrapped around staircase    

3. cards    

4. windows    

5. 4    

6. each had own stocking    

7. what would be inside stocking    

8. carol concert    

9. Christmas nearly here    

10. merry Christmas 

 

1-20 (Birds) 

 

1. feathers    

2. keeps them warm    

3. steering    

4. colour of feathers    

5. teeth 

6. too heavy & difficult to fly    

7. stomach    

8. strong muscles grind food 

 against rough surface    

9. 3 times+    

10. hunt in dark 

 

 

 

 


